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 It may seem a little odd, it does to me anyway, that we take this detour every year during 

Advent to talk about John the Baptist. It’s not that I don’t like him, but it’s weird to make this 

jump from preparing for Jesus’ birth to suddenly talking about his adulthood. John the Baptist, 

after all, isn’t foretelling Jesus’ birth, they’re about the same age. So, you may find the sequence 

during Advent a little confusing.  

 

 But Advent isn’t only about preparing to celebrate Jesus’ birth. In fact, Christmas isn’t 

only about remembering Jesus’ birth. What we’re doing this time of year is exploring the 

meaning behind that birth. Why does God enter the world at all? What’s the point of it? John the 

Baptist is a window into understanding why all this matters, why Christmas is more than 

sentimentality and celebration.  

 

 So, we need to look a little closer at who John the Baptist is. Luke does a great job of 

locating John the Baptist historically. The names that are dropped at the beginning of this chapter 

actually give us a range of when this was all to have occurred, not precise dating, but they 

definitely describe the kind of world where it’s happening. The world of John the Baptist is the 

Roman Empire. Tiberius is Emperor, he was the adopted son of Augustus who was considered 

divine by the Romans. Pilate was governor of Judea, a Roman occupied nation. Beneath Pilate 

were the sons of Herod the Great, these sons ruled Galilee and other regions of Judea, so there 

wasn’t a single king over the entire region as there had been under their father. Finally, there 

were two high priests, Annas and Caiaphas, overseeing the religious establishment in Jerusalem, 

the Judean capital. So, there was a very clear and rigid hierarchy from the top to the bottom. And 

Rome was in control of it all.  

 

 Judea was not autonomous; the temple was not autonomous; all of it was under Roman 

control. Rome decided who was governor, who was king, and who was high priest. Rome 

believed it had a divine mandate to rule. We might say it considered itself exceptional and an 

instrument of manifest destiny. The Roman scripture, its foundational document, was The Aeneid 

by Virgil. You may remember that book from high school Latin class or possibly world history. 

For us it’s an ancient poetic saga, but for the Romans it was the word of god. New Testament 

scholar John Crossan refers to The Aeneid as the equivalent for the Romans of our New 

Testament. The Iliad and The Odyssey by Homer would have been their Old Testament scripture 

since they were foundational for Greek culture.  

 

 In The Aeneid we find these words, what essentially serves as the charge or mission of 

Rome: 

   Roman, remember by your strength to rule 

   Earth’s peoples—for your arts are to be these: 

   To pacify, to impose the rule of law, 

   To spare the conquered, battle down the proud. 



This is the mandate for Pax Romana, the Roman peace. It would be maintained with an iron fist. 

The peoples of the world would rejoice at the good tidings brought by Roman rule lifting them 

from the pit of despair and ushering in an age of salvation. 

 

 That’s all well and good if you’re a member of the exceptional nation. But what about the 

conquered, what about the “battled down” proud? Their story is very different. What is good for 

Rome is almost never good for its subjects. And for Judea, whose only real value was as a buffer 

between the Roman Empire and Egypt, Roman control was intolerable. That’s the world in 

which John the Baptist begins to preach. 

 

 John is preaching about peace but the peace he offers is nothing like Rome’s. What we 

have in this story are two competing visions of what it means to live in peace. We have peace 

from above with Rome, maintained through coercion and violence. And we have peace from 

below, the shalom of God, established through righteousness, compassion and justice. That’s the 

peace Zachariah refers to in his song: “By the tender mercy of our God, the dawn from on high 

will break upon us, to give light to those who sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide 

our feet into the way of peace.”  

 

 For John this peace begins with repentance, a changing of direction. And the first change 

in direction he calls for is away from the temple and the establishment religion out to the 

wilderness to encounter God one on one. It sounds like John is calling for a moral revival, a sort 

of individualistic movement, each getting his or her life in order. But beneath that action is an 

implicit critique of a system that has been corrupted by the Roman peace. By calling people to 

the wilderness, back to the Jordan, the river their ancestors crossed to enter the Promised Land, 

to move from the old life to the new, John is calling them away from dependence on a temple 

system propped up by Rome. He’s calling them to reject the Roman peace and prepare for God’s 

peace to draw near.  

 

 For John that preparation begins with examination. They have to look within themselves 

and around themselves to see where they stand in relation to the powers controlling them. 

Recently I’ve been reading a book on U.S. history by Harvard historian Jill Lepore titled These 

Truths. She does a wonderful job of looking at our past through the lens of white supremacy and 

how that pathology has shaped our culture. In talking about the Second Great Awakening in the 

1820’s she describes how figures like Charles Finney and Lyman Beecher inspired their 

audiences to examine not just their own souls but the soul of the nation, and inquire whether we 

were living up to the standard of equality found in our Declaration of Independence, only fifty 

years old at the time. Many people found themselves and our country falling short. There were 

cries for an end to slavery and for the liberation of women. One of those voices was Maria 

Stewart, “the first woman,” according to Lepore, “in the United States to deliver an address 

before a ‘mixed’ audience—an audience of both women and men, which happened to have been 

as well an audience of both blacks and whites.” ( Lepore, p. 206) It would take a Civil War 

before slavery was ended and even longer before women were given a voice in government, but 

what was started in the 1820’s began an erosion of the corrupt systems in place that was 

unstoppable.  

 



 That’s what John the Baptist is up to with his preaching at the river. He’s laying the 

groundwork for greater changes to occur in the future. And that’s what Advent can do for us. As 

we look closely at our own lives during this time of preparation, what do we find? Where do we 

stand in a world where power is wielded with impunity against the weakest people in the world? 

I was listening to a podcast interview the other night of the photographer who shot the picture of 

a starving seven-year-old girl from Yemen. His purpose in publishing that photo was to bring 

attention to an atrocity going on right under our noses that we refuse to see. Yemen is arguably 

the poorest country in the world and is being viciously bombarded by Saudi Arabia with 

armaments supplied by our country. It’s being done to maintain the balance of power in the 

Middle East between the Saudis and Iran; it’s being done to keep the peace. But not God’s peace. 

  

 What would John the Baptist have to say about our involvement in that atrocity? How 

can we hope to be a light for the world when we’re complicit in such violence? Advent is the 

time to examine where we stand. It’s a time to look deep within our souls and ask ourselves hard 

questions. When God’s peace draws near it asks for our allegiance; it asks what we are willing to 

give up for its sake because to be revealed in the world it requires our whole heart. That’s why 

John cries in the wilderness: a voice calling us away from the trappings of power that distract us 

from seeing children starving in Yemen or families fleeing in Syria, from seeing men shivering 

in doorways in Buffalo or women looking for an escape from domestic violence in Amherst. 

Now is the time to turn around and see the dawn from on high break upon us, to see as God sees 

and be led in the way of peace. 

 

Amen 


